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ABSTRACT
Thts report describes a proposed first generation human
lntarface control panel which wtll be used to control SKITTER, a
three-legged lunar walking machine. Under development at Georgia
Tech, SKITTER will be a multi-purpose, un-manned vehicle capable
of preparing a sight for the proposed lunar base in advance of
the arrival of men. This walking machine will be able to accept
modular special purpose tools, such as a crane, a cope sampling
drill, and a digging device, among others.
Our project was concerned with the design of a human
interface which could be used, from earth, to control the
movements of SKITTER on the lunar surface. Our control panel ts
currently concerned only with moving SKITTER, not with
controlling the special purpose attachments since the design of
such attachments is still far from complete. We have also made
preliminary inquiries into necessary modifications required to
adapt our panel to bo_,_ a shirt-sleeve lunar environment, and to
a mobile unit which could be used by a man in a space-suit at a
lunar work site.
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INTRODUCTION
control
because
the
Any new machine which must be operated by people must have a
system that acknowledges the limitations of people,
man is already designed and in quantity
production. He is difficult to modify and expensive
to adapt., The machine designer has a clean sheet of
paper. He can design his side of the interface to be
a perfect match to long established man. He should
study man's design to determine the optimum extent of
the interface - what should be in it and what should
be "under the floorboards" i.e. automated.(16)
With this in mind, a first generation control interface has
designed for SKITTER. The design is limited to the
interface of the Earth based control system. Suggestions
been
human
have
9KITTER interpreter. Established Human Factors techniques were
used as a basis for the design decisions, however due to the
nature of this project verification of the design was not
possible. For that, a simulator of the final control panel will
need to be constructed and tested. This report describes the
design of the control panel and outlines some of the related
topics.
a lunar base unit, a lunar portable unit, communications, and the
also been made for further design on related subjects, Including
DESIGN OVERVIEW
According to a NATO study on human factors aspects of
aircraft accidents and incidents,
the significant errors we humans make can be attributed
to one or more of the following:
1) failure or inability to.GD_]_].(i_Isufflcient
information
2) failure or inability to correctly
this information
3) our liability to confusion (16)
Our design team has attempted to determine what information
necessary to make decisions, when the information tsis
necessary, and in what format tt is the least confusing. Giving
the decisions to the machine is also a possible source of
confusion, so input devices were chosen to minimize this
confusion. Another factor complicating the design ts the time
lag caused by the distance between the control console on Earth
and the robot on the moon.
I. DEFINITION OF FORWARD
SKITTER does not have an inherently forward direction.
However, people think in relation to a forward, therefore a
forward had to be defined for the operator. Since SKITTER can
walk in six directions, six possible forward directions exist.
The operator chooses one of the possible "forwards" by selecting
a camera and pointing it in the desired direction.
II. INFORMATION GIVEN TO THE.OPERATOR
Since the visual information channel has the widest
bandwidth, it was decided to channel most information through the
visual channel. Some information occurs naturally in visual
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form, and some needs to be converted. SKITTER's surroundings are
primarily visual, so we decided that cameras/screens would be a
good method of transmitting this information to the operator.
SKITTER's posttion and velocity can easily represented visually.
SKITTER's internal status ts not primarily visual, and must be
translated into words and numbers, which take longer fop an
operator to process and can be more confusing. To insulate the
operator from extraneous information, while making that
information available when needed, we chose to organize it in a
hierarchy of levels. Only the level of |nformation that the
operator needs at the time is displayed. Since we cannot predict
what the operator will need at any one time, the choice of
levels is front panel selectable.
Two display screens are used, one for camera reception and
one for SKITTER's status. The status screen shows the
alphanumeric information and a line drawing of SKITTER,. which
serves as a predictor display. A predictor display is used since
there is a long (approximately six second) time lag between
sending a command and receiving the affects of the command due to
the distance to the moon and back.
III. INFORMATION 0STAINED FROM THE OPERATOR
To minimize the possibility of confusion, input devices that
are analogous to the controtled function were chosen for the
input devices from the operator to the control console. Control
devices are rated according to their order of control: zero
order or position controllers, first order or velocity
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controllers, second order or accelePatlon controllers, and so on.
The lower order the controller, the easier it is to use, so a11
devices should be controlled by the lowest order consistent wtth
the nature of the device. Devices with a limited range of motion
should be position, devices with a maximum and minimum speed
should usually be veloclty, etc. The direction of motion of the
controller should be consistent with the direction of the
controlled device. The controls should be grouped in Ioglcal
units, with llke Items together and close to the related display.
We have divided the controls into camera control and SKITTER
control. The camera controls are on the left side, SKITTER
motion controls tn the center, and SKITTER's Individual actuator
controls on the right side. The camera controls tnclude focus,
zoom, tilt, rotate, and camera select. The main motion control
ts a Joystick with three mode buttons (walk, squat, and tilt) on
the top. The actuator controls are slide controls, one for each
of SKITTER's six actuators (see fig. 1).
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CONTROL PANEL DESIGN
I. HANDLING THE TIME LAG
Due to the fact that the moon ts roughly a quarter of a
million miles from earth, the time needed for a signal to make
the round trip (earth-moon-earth) Is roughly stx seconds. Part of
this lag is due to the fact that the stgna| does not always
travel in a straight line from earth to moon, but instead may be
routed through a number of satellites around earth before going
to the moon or arriving back on earth.
This lag makes real-time control of SKITTER impossib]e.
There are two things we have done to mtntmize the effects of the
time lag on the operator's performance: 1) use of position
controls whenever possib]e; and 2) use of a predictor dtsplay.
The use of position controls ts Important because the
operator can use them wfthout being forced to make use of the
video disp]ay (which exhibits the time ]ag). For instance, tf the
operator wants to rotate the active camera 35 degrees he simo]y
turns a sca]ed dia] on the contro] pane] until tt reads 35
degrees more than It did. A signa] ts sent to SKITTER's computer
which causes it to initiate a feedback ]oop that carries out the
command with no further operator interference. If the camera
rotate control was a velocity control, the situation would
much mope difficult for the operator. The operator would have
move the control to start the camer_ rotating, then turn it
and
be
to
off
wait six seconds to see how iar it had moved. This process
.__ I IllU |m II
would have to be repeated until the camera was at the
angle. We designed the panel so that all of the camera
are position controls.
correct
controls
Unfortunately, tt was not possible to use position controls
fop the main SKITTER functions: walking, squatting and tilting.
We used veloctty controls. In order to minimize the time effects
for the operator, we decided to make use of a predictor display.
Our predictor is a simulated real-time display which shows the
operator what should be happening as a result of his control
movements.
It was beyond the scope of our project to attempt to design
the hardware and software to make this possible. However, in
theory, it is not a difficult concept. Every time the Joystick is
moved, it creates a signal which will cause the intended action
by SKITTER. The computer in the control pane], which interprets
the Joystick motion and generates the proper command for SKITTER,
can Use this information to generate a picture of what SKITTER
should do when it receives the command three seconds later. For
instance, when the Joystick is used to give a "wa]k" command to
SKITTER, the computer sends out the desired new positions of
SKITTER's actuators to perform a step. Knowing SKITTER's physical
dimensions and the positions of the actuators, the geometry of
SKITTER can be ca]cu]ated. The results of the ca]cu]ations can
then be used to create a graphic representation of SKITTER on the
screen.
6
The problems associated with designing this predictor
display are:
1) the selection of an arithmetic processor which can perform
the geometry calculations fast enough to allow real-time
display.
2) the selection and programming of an image processor which
can generate and animate the image of 3KITTER in real-time.
II. CAMERA CONTROLS
The following camera functions should be controllable by the
control panel:
1. Zoom (Visual magnification)
2. Tilt (360 degrees about a horizontal axis)
3. Focus
4. Rotate (60 degrees about a vertical axis)
Two important design criteria were follo_ecl in choosing
controls for these functions. First, the direction of movement of
the control must be related to the resulting change of motion by
the camera. Second, position controls should be used whenever
possible to decrease the effects of the time lag. All
specifications were chosen to fall within military standards and
current human factors recommendations.
A. Zoom (Visual Magnification)
There are two controls suitable for this function: .lever and
slide. The lever increases risk of accidental movement. The low
profile slide provides an adequate model of functional, motion
which is nearly free from unintentional operation. For
additional protection, the slide should have viscous or inertial
resistance (10 to 40 oz.). The slide should provide continuous
control and a scale should be engraved beside the s ide knob.
7
which corresponds to discrete zoom factors (lx, 2x, 3x,). The
neutral posit|on, lx, should be at the end closest to the
operator. Movement away from the operator corresponds to "zoom
in*. Serratlons on the top of the knob will facilitate better
operation. See figure 2 for dimensions.
B•
The
rotated
Serrated
H = 114
Ttlt
Knurled
L = 1 W = 118 to 1
(Inches)
Figure 2.
thumbwheel ts a model of the tilt function which can be
360 degrees• It's low profile and a recommended
resistance of 12 oz. will guard against inadvertent input.
Twe]ve angles of ti]t (0,30,60, .... 330) should be marked on the
rim of the wheel with light detents at each of the corresponding
positions. The wheel is a continuous control and the detents
provide an Indication of specific angles of tilt. Rotation of the
wheel away From the operator will cause the camera, tn neutral
position, to tilt toward the ground. Angle Indications increase
with rotation away from operator. See figure 3 for dimensions.
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CONTINUOUS
SETTING
E = 1 to 4 W = 1/8 to 7/8
(Inches)
Figure 3.
C. Focus
The camera wtll be equipped with automatic focus but should
include a manual override. This function requires a htgl_ ck}gree
of accuracy and w111, therefore, be controlled by a continuous
control knob.
10 oz.)
engraved
(I/4 in.
focusing
of each number.
Serrattons around the edge and a r_ststance (3 to
wtll provtde ease of operation. A scale should be
on the panel and associated with the image dtstance
between markings). Clockwise movement increase the
distance and ltght detents mark the specific positions
See figure 4 for dimensions.
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/H : 1/2 to 3/4 D = 1 (focus)
2 (rotate)
(Inches)
Figure 4.
D. Rotate
The best model for this function Is the continuous control
knob. A larger diameter (2 in.) will distinguish it from the
focus knob. The edge should be serrated and the resistance
should be 3 to 10 oz. The scale should range from +60 degrees to
-60 degrees, step 10 degrees, wtth zero in a position away from
the operator, ahead of the knob. Again, ltght detents should
indicate each marked position. Zero degrees corresponds to a
camera position exactly between two legs, while + oP - 60 degrees
corresponds to a camera pointing in the direction of a leg.
The direction of the camera tn current use will determine
• front" fop SKITTER. However, because SKITTER can walk only in
six directions, a camera must be pointing In one of those
positions before walking is attempted (see related topics). The
knob will allow camera observation between the six possible
"fronts • and six pushbuttons w|11 locate the camera exactly on
one of the "fronts'. (see figure 5). Each button is illuminated
10
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CONTROL PANEL CAMERA POSTION BUTTONS
(AS SEEN BY OPERATOR}
Figure 5.
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to indicate it's activation• Depressing button #1 illuminates it
and locates the camera on the *front- closest to the camera's
current position. Depressing button #2 will illuminate it and
locate the camera to the "front* which Is 60 degrees from the
"front* closest to the current camera position. Once the new
camera direction is displayed on the monitor, button #2 is
deactivated and button #1 is illuminated, indicating a new
"front" is now established.
1. Pushbuttons
Each of the six pushbuttons should be round, momentary
contact switches with an Illuminated, concave cap. Displacement
should be 1/8 in. to 1/4 in. and resistance 10 oz. to 20 oz. It
is best to use a button with a raised rtm as a guard to
accidental activation. A button which provides a "click* should
be used to give additional feedback that the button has been
activated• See figure 6 for dimensions.
D = 1/2 to 1 A = 1/8 to 1/4
(Inches)
Figure 6.
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III. SKITTER AND PANEL POWER SWITCHES
The power switches are round, illuminated, latching switches
located on the lower left corner of the monitor. The depressed
position is the "on" position, indicated by an Illuminated, red"
light. The SKITTER power switch activates skttter's main
supply. The panel power switch activates control panel
Both switches should follow the same criteria as the
buttons.
power
power.
rotate
IV. MANUAL ACTUATOR CONTROLS
Indlvldual control of each femur and tibia can be achieved
with slide controls. They should follow the same criteria as the
zoom slide (see figure 2) with a few exceptions. The knobs of
the femur slides (#1,#3,#5) should be black with serrated tops
while the tibia knobs (#2,#4,#6) should be red with knurled tops.
Scale markings should be associated with the actual distance the
actuator moves. In order to determine which leg corresponds to
each pair of sltdes, the operator must consult ¢he information
dtsplay.
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V. LAYOUT
All labels should be above controls. Use
labels: ZOOM,T]LT, FOCUS,ROTATE,SKITTERPOWER,
the following
PANEL POWER,
FEMUR,TIBIA. Label heights may range from 5/100 in. to 2/10 in.
while scale markings may range from 16/100 tn. to 31/100 In. It
Is best to place knobs close to the operator for accurate
operation. The actuator controls are placed on the right of the
contro! panel because of Infrequent use and because they are
related to the Joystick. See figure 7 for control spacing. Our
control panel wt]l have a 2 tnch margin around It's edge.
Military standards dictate the use of black or gray controls
while the first two colors listed for special coding ape red and
green.
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VI. INFORMATION DISPLAY DESIGN
Whtle operatino SKITTER, there Is a certain amount of
information wh|ch the user will need beyond what is presented on
the camera display. Likewise, the computer which controls
SKITTER will require |nformatton which cannot be relayed through
the Joystick and the other manual controls. The Information
Display will serve as a two-way communication device to exchange
data between SKITTER and the operator. The display w|11 contain
messages on error conditions, a motion predictor, Important
physical parameters, and touch-screen capability for user Input.
There are four basic types of Information displays, Data
entry screens, Inquiry screens, Interactive screens, and Menu
screens (7). Data entry screens are designed to col]ect large
amounts of information from the user. Inquiry screens display
the contents of a certain computer file, which the user cannot
change. Interactive screens are those through which the computer
and the operator exchange information one idea at a time in a
free-form manner. Menu screens permit the user to pick from a
number of alternatives. The SKITTER information display can be
considered a combination of Inquiry and Menu screens. After
defining the type of screen to be designed, the system Inputs and
outputs need to be defined. The Inputs and outputs necessary
for the operation of SKITTER and the screen number on which
they will appear are listed below.
16
OUTPUTS INPUTS
1 Location of SKITTER
1 Maximum actuator
force feedback
2 Temperature extremes
2 Power plant status
2 Radiation dosage
3 All actuators force
feedback
3 Actuator parameter
(e.g. hydraulic pressure)
4 Camera ]ighttng
4 Camera aperture
all Error conditions
a]l Motion predictor:
distance traveled
compass heading
ground clearance
tilt angle
all Choose screen
a11 Flip camera image
all doystick/manual control
switch
a11 Adjust camera lighting
4 Adjust camera aperture
4 Return distance traveled on
motion predictor to zero
Screen number one contains only the Information necessary
for the normal operation of SKITTER. This is done to avoid
overloading the operator wtth information that ls less often
used. The remaining screens contain other types of data which
the operator can use in special situations. The screens are
designed so that the operator does not have to reference
screen in order to interpret the'contents of another.
one
have
errors decreased dramatica]]y compared with smaller size
When using these minimum sizes, a vertica] spacing of
and a horizontal spacing of 10 mm is recommended. All
controls on this display wi]l observe this minimum
According to Galitz
number of human
processing time.
A. Touch Screen Key Size
Beaton and Weiman (3) found that when touch key screens
a minimum key stze of 10 mm high by 20 mm wide, user
keys.
10 mm
touch
sizing,
(7), good disp]ay design both reduces the
errors and decreases human and machine
The most common fault in display design is
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design tncons|stency. TherefoPe, the diffePent screens which
appear on the InfoPmatton display must have consistent layouts.
Increasing design consistency wtll Peduce the number of leaPntng
requtPements, a11owtng the operator to easily achieve and
maintain a high level of pePformance.
B. Phystcal ScPeen Layout
The natural tendency for a pePson reading a screen is to
start in the upper left hand coPneP and move cloc½wise aPound the
screen. Since it is most important that the opePatoP be notified
of ePPoP situations qutckly, the ePPoP messages will appeaP
across the top of the screen. The next most important piece
of Information is the motion predictor display, which will be
placed on the right hand side of the screen. It is important
that areas which will appear on all screens always be in the
same location. Therefore, the flip camera and Joystick/manual
switches will always be located In (he lower left hand poPtion
of the scPeen. The choose screen button is located tn the upper
right hand corner. The left hand side of the scPeen ts
reserved for the menu-specific pieces of tnformat|on, such as
SKITTER's location. An example of this layout can be seen in
figures 8 through 14.
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A color display wll] be used
can be vlsuaily grouped by their
When an error message appears, it
so that pieces of Information
type and level of Importance.
wtll blink between white and
red. The motion predictor display will be white and purple whtle
it is being used, and green when tt is not. The choose screen,
flip camera and Joystick manual buttons wt}) be displayed In blue
with white letters. Yellow cross-hashing w111 be used to
indicate whether SKITTER is being controlled manually or with the
Joystick. The Information block on the left hand side of the
screen will display orange headings and yellow data. The screen
background will normally be black.
The data contained tn the information block on the left hand
portion of the screen will be
eastly interpret its contents.
the data are recommended by
interpretation (see figures 8 through 10). Touch key
w_ll be used for _he camera settings (see figure 11).
arranged so that the operator may
The alignment of the headings and
Galitz (7) to promote ease of
controls
C. Screen Operation
Now that the phys|ca) ]ayout of the screen has been
established, the actua] operation of the screen must be
considered. There are certain unique characteristics of SKITTER
operation which must be considered In the design of the
information display. Perhaps the most Important of these is the
time delay fop earth based operation. This Is accounted fop in
the operation of the motion predictor display and the
26
Joystick/manual control switch. Another area of concern Is the
definition of how a forward push on the Joystick relates to the
actual motion of SKITTER. Thts ts also taken into account tn the
motion predictor.
Since there Is no absolute knowledge of the real world of
the future, the motion predictor display must be abstract in
nature (5). However, It must still give the operator a general
Idea of the consequences of hts actions. The operator must first
be able to understand the meaning behind the physical orientation
of the predictor, model. In order to facll|tate this
understanding, the following requirements are established.
-There will be two views, a top view and a side
view, since all the necessary information cannot
be represented tn one view.
-Gravity always points straight down on the screen.
-Predictor model rotates so that camera view
is straight up on screen, except when the Joystick
Is In *tilt" mode. Then the model rotates so
that the tilt angle Is normal to the screen.
The motion predictor will also contain numerical data. The
following requirements are established concerning thts data.
-There will be six "distance traveled" readouts.
Each readout corresponds to the d|splacement in
one of SKITTER's possible directions of motion.
-The "distance traveled" readouts return to zero
when the body center tn the top view ts pressed.
When the Joysttck is moved, a displacement Is
predicted using dynamic modeling and is
displayed tn white.
-The compass heading will rotate according to the
rotation of the motion predictor nK:K:lel.
-The "ground clearance" is the distance from the
bottom of SKITTER's body to the mean relative
heights of its feet.
2?
-The ttlt angle w111 only appear when the Joystick
is in the "tilt" mode. The tilt angle is defined
as the angle of SKITTER's body relative to the
normal gravity plane (see figure 14).
-Once the actual parameters (displacement, body
notation and tilt) resulting from the operator's
actions are fed back fronl SKITTER, their values
(distance traveled, compass heading and ttlt angle)
are displayed in purple.
-Actuators will be numbered top to bottom and
left to right.
The time delay for earth based operation also poses a
probIL=Htl when the operator is switching from JoystJch to manual
control. The positions of the sltde controls must correspond to
the actual positions of the actuators before the operator can
begin manual control. When the operator chooses manual control,
the yellow cross-hashing will bliP½ until the servo motors in the
slide controls have placed them in the coPPer positions. Then,
the operator can begin manual operation after the cross-hashing
has stopped bltnk|ng.
D. Menu Selection
Menu selection is done
the upper right hand corner.
choices that appear in the
Since the information block
by pressing the "choose" button in
The operator then selects from the
information block (see figure 13).
Is about 200 mm by 120 mm, the
maximum number of menu choices per screen
menu choice screens can be ere)toyed if
expand beyond this. If there
the top portion of the screen,
automatically ca]l the relevant
course of action.
Is forty. Multtple
the operator's needs
is an error message appearing in
pressing the choose button wtll
screen, along with a recommended
28
VII. CONTROL STICK
In order to determine what type of control stick(s) to use
as a remote input device for SKITTER, tt is important to first
define the types of distinct SKITTER motions which need to be
control]ed. These motions are defined as follows:
(I) translatlonal motlon--walklng In any one of six
directions (either one or two legs forward)
(2) rotation--turning SKITTER
(3) squatting--controls the hetght of SKITTER's body
(4) tilt--designates attlt angle for SKITTER's body
The first two types of motion (translation and rotat|on)
need to be controllable simultaneously to allow easy SKITTER
maneuvering. Thus these two motions are grouped together Into the
joystick mode called "walk". The other two modes are "squat" and
"tilt". These three modes are mutually exclusive. As ts done tn
the Harrier aircraft, these motions can easily be control|ed by
one multtfunctton contro] stick system.
There are two types of control stick systems that could be
uttltzed tn the SKITTER control panel: a two-lever system (as tn
a bulldozer); or one multi-axis Joystick. Essex Corporation's
studies have shown that the multi-axis Joystick has a s11ghtly
higher operating efficiency, especJally tn situations with high
work loads (18). In addition, the single Joystick movements are
more consistent with the related movements of SKITTER, which ts a
criteria specified In MIL-STD--1472c (21). This leads to the
choice of a single multi-axis Joystick for the SKITTER control
system.
29
A. doystlck Requirements
The Joystick must have movement in three axes in order to
control the translation (x,y) and rotation (z) of SKITTER. In
addition, it should have three function select buttons to allow
the operator to direct the walk, squat, and tilt modes. The walk
button (most commonly used) should be identifiable tactually to
allow for blind operation. The military standard MIL-STD--1472c
specifies that for precision type applications a displacement-
type joystick should be used with light :_prings for a return-to-
center (resistance no higher than 2 lb.). The grip should be a
hand fitted grip with a diameter of approximately 2" and a shaft
length of between 4.3" and 7.1".
a
Joystick that will meet the above requlrqments. Essex used
models of MSI joysticks for their teleoperator research,
found them to perform satisfactorily (18).
B. Existing doysttck Recommendation
Through research in the Georgia Tech Library, we have found
vendor--Measurement Systems, Inc.(MSI)--whtch manufactures a
two
and
MSI manufactures a 3-axis displacement-type Joystick with
three push-button switches for thumb operation and a trigger
(Model #544, See Appendix B). The trigger should be removed from
the control grip for our application. In addition, the
pushbuttons must be labeled (walk, squat, tilt) from left to
right, with a raised dimple on the "walk" button for tactile
location (see figure 15).
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C. doystlck operation
The Joystick has chree modes of operation; walk, squat, and
tilt. These modes are selected by pressing the thumb operated
button on the Joystick that corresponds a particular mocle. A nxxle
is deactivated by pressing the _cttvated mode's button a second
time or by pressing one of the other mode buttons. The
following list describes how the Joystick operates in each of
these modes.
1. Walk
In this mode the Joystick controls the translational and
rotational movements of SKITTER. When the Joystick is pushed
away from the operator, SKITTER will walk in a forward direction
as defined by the activated camera. By moving the Joystick
towards the operator, SKITTER will move in the opposite direction
of the currently activated camera. This defines two of SKITTER's
walking modes: forward and backward. In addition, by moving the
e
Joystick at an angle _f 60 de,arees from e|ther the forward or
backward position, one of the other four walktng orientations can
be obtained (see figure 16a).
To rotate SKITTER, the Joystick ts rotated about the
vertical axis. If the Joystick is rotated clockwise, SKITTER
will rotated clockwise at a rate proportional to the "twist" of
the Joystick.
For both rotational and translational Joystick control, a
particular Joystick position corresponds to velocity control of
SKITTER.
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SKITTER's
Joystick.
lower
will
this
2. Squat
the Joystick is in the squat mode, the height of
body, relattve to the ground, is controlle_:l by the
If the operator pushes the Joystick away, SKITTER wtll
or squat. When the operator pulls the Joystick, SKITTER
increase tts body height or stand up (see figure 16b). In
mode, the Joystick corresponds to a veloctty control of
SKITTER.
3. T tlt
The tilt mode controls the angle of SKITTER's body relative
to the horizontal and the currently activated camera. SKITTER
wtll tilt tn the same direction that the Joystick is angled, with
the currently active camera referenced as the "forward" or "away
from operator" Joystick direction. The operator can tilt
SKITTER at any angle relattve to the horizontal by tilting the
J6ysttck tn the desired direction (see figure 16c). Ttlt mode ts
also a veloctty control.
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VIII. CONTROL PANEL CONSOLE
A flat-surface, segmented, wrap-around console should
provided, in order to place a11 controls within the reach of
5th percentile operator (see figure 17). This means that
most inches.
have
distant controls will be no farther than 67.?
assumed
be
the
the
We
that the controls will be mounted in an existing
console or in a custom made console which will incorporate our
suggested controls and controls fop other SKITTER attachments.
Military standards limit the width of the central segment,
containing SKITTER and camera controls, to a value not
exceeding 44 inches.
EXAMPLE OF HORIZONTAL WRAP-AROUND CONSOLE
Figure I?.
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RELATED TOPICS
The following section describes topics which aPe related to
our control panel design that we were not able to design
thoroughly ourselves due to the broad scope of our project. The
topics to be treated in this section are error analysts, feedback
sensors on SKITTER, a movement memory, the tnternal worktngs of
the control panel, cameras and lighting, suggestions on how to
make our unit portable, and radio communications with SKITTER.
I. ERROR ANALYSIS
There Is always possibility for error in a variety of
operations. One obvious source of error is between the dtsplay on
the predictor screen, and the actual motion of SKITTER. For
instance, using dynamic and geometric modeling, It may be
c_lculated that SKITTER has moved a certain distance. However,
SRITTER could skid or sltp and thus not travel the distance
calculated. Shis ts one reasQn we need feedback concerntdg the
actual location of SKITTER. Using such feedback would a11ow
corrections to be made to the predictor display. With the time
lag, this means that the precl|ctor would never accumulate more
than six seconds worth of error. Such location feedback could be
accomplished a number of ways, such as navigation from moon
satellites, fixed surface beacons, or gyroscopes on SKITTER.
Another type of error is when commands are given that could
cause SKITTER to exceed its design limitations. An examp|e of
this is if a leg became stuck and the operator was trying to free
it using the manual actuator controls, he could cause the leg
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fail. One way to prevent this is to place strain gauges at
various places on SKITTER. These strain gauges would be
continuously monttored by the computer and cause an error message
to be generated on the predictor screen If the leg stress
exceeded a certain limit. Also, SKZTTER's on-board computer could
have a routtne which would stop SKITTER's motion If the stress
passed the limit.
At the present time, it Is easy to visualize errors that
could occur and which apparently cannct be negated by design. For
Instance, how can designers prevent an operator from running
SKITTER tnto a trench or off a cliff? There are many ways in
which an operator can ruin the best designed equipment. This area
certainly needs attention before SKITTER can be used. A project
whose objective is to "people proof" SKITTER could easily occupy
a full design group for some time.
II. FEEDBACK SENSORS ON SKITTER
Our design requires certain types of feedback from SKITTER.
They are:
1) SKITTER's Location
2) Individual Actuator Forces
3) Tempsrature (High and Low)
4) Power Plant Status
5) Radiation Dosage
6) Actuator Parameter (e.g. main hydraulic
fluid reservoir pressure)
7) Frame Stress (at various places on SKITTER)
8) Actuator Position
9) Camera status (aperture, zoom position)
10) Tilt Position
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The
w111 accompllsh
constraints:
problem to be solved Is the selection of sensors which
these tasks whlle staying within the followJng
1) low weight
2) low power usage
3) htgh re tabtllty
4) high accuracy
5) resistance to extreme environmental
conditions.
Location would be determined by navigation instruments,
which might tnclude: accelerometers, for linear acceleration,
velocity, and position; and gyroscopes, fop rate of turn and an
tnertial reference frame (13)(14). New laser/fibePopttc
gyroscopes could be used Instead of spun mass gyros leading to a
reduction In mass, Increased accuracy because of el|mJnatlon of
friction drift, and Increased reliability from a reduction of
moving parts. Tilt position could be measured by a reference
gyro or from a bubble level.
Actuator
actuators used. If
sensors could be used.
current and voltage
actuators
required.
force feedback sensors will depend on the type of
hydraulic actuators are used, pressure
If linear stepper motors are used, then
sensors could be used. If other type
are used, appropriate force feedback sensors would be
III.
not
memory would allow the operator to perform a particular set
commands, storing them as they are performed. Then by pressing
MOVEMENT MEMORY
One feature that would be ntce to add to the panel, although
an abso]ute necessity, is a movement memory. A movement
of
a
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button, he could cause the entire set of commands to be performed
again with no further Intervention. This "would be extremely
useful If SKITTER was performing a repetitive task,
The Implementation of a system like this would require
copious amounts of memory, since virtually all program parameters
generated during the operator controlled movement would have to
be stored. Also, some type of large capacity permanent storage
device would have to be added to the control panel. (e.g. hard
dlsk drive)
IV. THE INTERNAL WORKTNGS OF THE CONTROL PANEL
One other project that must be done Is the design of the
tnternal components of the control panel. The way the panel works
Is as follows. When a control is moved, a potentlometer connected
to the control will give off a certain voltage. That voltage is
sent to an analog/digital converter, where it is converted to a
binary number. The binary nun_oer then goes to a conc)uter prc,gram,
which Interprets It. On the basis of this Interpretation, the
program will generate commands for SKZTTER and send these
commands to a radio for transmission to SKITTER.
To make this possible, a proper A/D converter must be
chosen, as well as the main control panel processor. Also, the
decision must be made as to how the computer equipment should be
divided between the control panel and SKITTER. One criterion for
this decision should be the minimization of radio transmission of
data. As with other systems, our criteria are weight, power use,
reliability, and resistance to the harsh lunar environment.
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V, CAMERAS
SKITTER will need cameras in order to provide visual
feedback to the operator, and they should be located on SKITTER
so that they do not need to be moved independently (as would free
standing cameras). The camera should allow the operator to look
in any direction. The center of SKITTER's body seems like a good
place; however, since the crane will be attached to the top of
SKITTER the camera cannot be located there. If the camera is
mounted off center, crane will block its view. The camera cannot
be mounted on the bottom of SKITTER's body either because the
digging attachments would block its view. A track mount on the
top of the body was considered because It would enable the camera
to point in any direction without its view being blocked.
However, lunar dust would collect on the track and get into the
bearings with no good way of sealing the dust out. CaPe would
have to Ioe taken when rout|ng the camera cables to prevent
tangles and breaks when the camera moves a11. the way around.
These problems suggeste<_ another course of action; therefore, we
chose to use three cameras. The three camera system will require
less movement and fewer Joints requiring seals. This should
translate into higher camera reliability through simpler movement
and higher system reliabil|ty through multiple redundancy.
A. Camera Type, Locations, and Orientation
There will be three cameras located on SKITTER's body,
• ounted at a sixty degree angle to the legs (see fig. 51. Normal
orientation for the cameras will be straight out, i.e.
perpendicular to SKITTER's vertical axis with the camera's Field
4O
fP
Of Vtew
SKITTER's
missions
(Charged
(FOV) centerltne coincident with a 11ne Intersecting
verttcal axts and the camera. In most past space
vtdtcon cameras have been used, however newer CTDs
Transducer Device, either CID or CCD) are preferred,
because they are solid state which makes them generally smaller,
lighter, and more shock resistant. Soltd state cameras also have
vartable ptxel charge time which would allow them to be used
under a wider range of llghttng conditions than vtdtcon or fixed
exposure time CTD. With vartable charge time, it may be posstble
to eliminate the aperture shutters completely, providing a
mechanically stmpler system. Whether vtdtcon or CTD, the cameras
should be equipped with zoom lenses.
el
The
axis (which Is parallel to SKITTER's verttcal axis) at least 60
degrees tn each direction. This will allow the cameras to look
forward when SKITTER'is walktng In the one-leg-forward mo<le. The
cameras will also be able to rotate vertically around their
Camera Movement
cameras will be able to rotate around their vertical
horizontal axis (the line that ts tangent to the ctrcle which ts
centered on and perpendicular' to SKITTER's vertlcai axis) so that
SKITTER can look at the ground (for digging implements), look at
the sky ( for' the crane), or' 1oo1_ at t tsel f ( for
status/diagnostics). Vertical rotation should be close to 360
degrees.
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C. Camera Mounting Bracket
The mounting bracket for the camera neecls two
freedom
mounting
factors
tnclucle:
degrees of
for the two rotation axes defined. There are several
techniques which wtll satisfy thts constraint, and the
considered tn the decision of which to use should
transport mechanism, control, and feedback; center of
mass location (which should be near center of rotation for
minimum stresses); camera pouer supply (routing and flexibility);
camera signal return (routing and flexibility); weight;
reliability; bearing sealing; and lubrication. A yoke may be the
best choice since it can put the center of mass at the center of
rotation, movement can be by simple motors, and the cables can
be routed inside of hollow forks.
D. Camera Display Stabilization
Since the c_mera will vibrate when SKITTER walks or moves,
the display will shake unacceptably. One method to counteract
thts shake is to continually move the camera, b_t thts approach
requires a complex control system and possibly a large amount of
energy. Another method, the one used by the military in tanks,
is to process the picture before displaying It to the operator.
This method, signal processing, defines a frame inside of the
camera picture. The processors filter out the high frequency
movements (vibrations) to hold the frame steady, and only the
frame ts shown on the screen. A disadvantage ts that the edges
of the picture are thrown away, wasting signal bandwidth.
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VI. LIGHTS
The lunar environment does not include the atmosphere which
scatters ltght so evenly on Earth. Consequently, on the moon
there are bright (full sunllgi_t) landscai3es and de¢=13 shadows.
Since SKITTER w111 want to operate in those shadows, It wtll need
to provide tts own light. However, since tt is not SKITTER that
needs the ltght, but SKITTER's operator, and the operator sees
through the cameras, the lights should be mounted on the same
brackets as the cameras. The operator should be able to switch
the lights off to conserve energy. The could posstbly be
variable, which would allow shadows to be brightly lit stnce it
ts surrounded by bllndtngly bP|ght sunlight, but would allow the
lunar night to be lit less to conserve energy. Another metho<J
which could posstbly Illuminate a shadow duping the day Is to use
mirrors to reflect sunlight into the shadow. This method would
conserve energy used by ltghts, but added system complexity may
not be worth the cost.
.e •
VII, LUNAR BASE UNIT
The control panel layout can be used as specJfte<J, however
the console must be designed to withstand the high accelerations
and vibrations associated wtth transporting the panel to the
moon. It is also very important to minimize weight tn the lunar
console because of the transportation costs.
VIII. PORTABLE UNIT
We briefly researched building a portable unit that could be
used on-site by an astronaut in a space suit. Our design can be
adapted to that environment; however, changes are required.
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These changes are necessitated by limitations Imposed by the
space suit, the hosttle environment, and the portability
constraint.
A. Space Suit Considerations
The space suit is bulky and unwieldy because It must provide
protection from the heat, cold, and radiation. It also has extra
weight and size from the life support systems that must be
carried. The suit constricts motion which makes most actions
difficult and tiring while others are Impossible. A tummy pack
control panel Is not a good Idea for a number of reasons. One of
these reasons Is that there is no feastble place on the current
suit design to attach• Also, the current outer suit is held
together with velcro, and attaching something to the suit mtg_t
risk compromising the integrity of the seams. Further, even if a
suttable location on the suit could be found, a redesign of the
suit would require a redesign of the pack• Also, a
would change the center of balance for the astronaut.
reasons we recommend a free standing unit.
tummy pack
FoP these
Arm motions are almost limited to the area dtnectly in front
of the astronaut, and the most comfortable position for a suited
astronaut's arms are slightly bent (approximately 45 degrees at
the elbows) with the hands about six inches in front of and three
Inches below the waist. With the shift in posture of a low-g
environment, this puts the comfortable hand height well below the
optimum height fop an Earth based standing console. It also
suggests that the surface of the console that the controls are
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fmounted on should lean away from the astronaut at near the angle
of the forearms. The display screens will need to be at a
different angle (less vertical) because the screens wtll be lower
and the helment 11mtts the astronaut's view down. The screens
could also possibly be placed higher by moving them farther away
from the controls, but the recommendations of Human factors
experts Is to put the controls and displays as close together as
possible.
Leg motions are also restricted, and bending over ts very
difficult. Kneeling ts uncomfortable, so activities should be
designed to be done from a standing position. A suggestion in
thts area is to tether the top of the console to the wrist of the
astronaut so that if the console falls over it can be righted
without bending. Another suggestion ts to make the console legs
adjustable and anchorable (to keep the console from being pushed
over during operation) from a standing position so that the
astronaut does not have to stoop to set it up.
Hand motions are also Impaired. According to Dr. Olson (17)
of the Georgia Institute of Technology, the gloves give
approximately normal motions minus 10 degrees |n each direction.
It ts difficult to move one finger at a time tn the glove.
Therefore, the grip size of the Joystick should be increased and
made ntore ellipsoid in cross section. The shape should be that
of the inside of a relaxed hand with the fingers slightly bent.
Buttons on the top of the joystick can be used because they are
actuated by the thumb. The gloves give very little tactile
feedback, so the buttons should be protected from accidental
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.engagement since the operator may not be aware that one was
pressed by acc|dent. The diameters of the knobs and thumbwheels
should be increased to accommodate the gloves. The buttons for
camera controls should be replaced with touch bars so that more
than one finger can be used to engage them.
B. Environmental Considerations
The environmental conditions of the lunar surface also
require that modifications be made to our design. The most
hostile of these conditions to our design are radiation and
temperature. Light and vacuum also must be taken Into
consideration. The heat, light, and most of the radiation come
from the sun.
Radiation attacks the circuits inside the console and the
materials which make up the console. Most particulate solar.
radiation (protons and e|ectrons) Is released during solar
flares, which currently can be predicted about 45 minutes in
advance. Space suits current|y de not provide the astronaut with
enough protection from thts type of radiation, so when a flare ts
predicted all EVAs (extra vehicular activities) are canceled.
Shielding the console with 1/8" of aluminum would enab|e it to
survive flares. A|so, Pad-hard electrica! components should be
used for the circuitry. Radiation sensitive polymers and
elastomers should not be used on the outside of the console where
they will be exposed.
The temperature of the lunar environment varies from about
75 K to 475 K, wi_h the temperature of a white body in full
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sunlight
gradients
and this
materials
extremes.
stabilizing at approximately 375 K. Temperature
this large over a small structure can cause warpage,
must be accounted for In the design. Also, all
should be able to function under both temperature
The heat absorbed needs to be disposed of, and the
method of choice has been to radiate it Into space. Since the
console will be portable, with different sides facing the sun at
different times, the radiator could be located on the bottom of
the console, which w|11 always be in the shade, unless the unit
ts sttttng on htghly reflective sot1. A method must be chosen to
convey the heat from the exposed side and towards the radiator.
Current methods Involve pumped ltquids or heat pipes which rely
on the phase change of a metal such as sodium.
methods could be used, although they both add
liquid adds complexity and power requirements. Instead,
the material used for shielding could be designed to conduct
heat effectively.
Either of these
weight. Pumped
perhaps
the
Light ts more of a nuisance to the astronaut than a
however bright sunlight across parts of the face of the
could cause the rest of it to be unable to be seen.
atmosphere to diffuse the light, the console would be
sunlight, in a reflection off the space suit, or in deep
Full sunlight would completely wash out the display, and
hazard,
console
Without
in full
shadow.
partial
sunlight would not allow the astronaut's eyes to dark adapt to
allow him to see in the shadows, so direct sunlight should be
avoided. To avoid direct sun, an adjustable hood or a small tent
that extends from the console could be attached to block the sun.
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Thls shroud should could be made of bleached Gortex or bleached
Orthofabric (Teflon outer/Nomex Inner), which are both
lightweight and currently used in the space program. The shroud
must be adjustable so that it will block the sun without blocking
the astronauts view or causing a glare in the astronauts face. A
ltght source could be placed under the shroud to give
lighting, and the intensity should be adjustable so that
operator can get similar intensities on the worksite and
This will help eliminate fatiguingconsole.
accommodation each time the astronaut changes views.
display should have a glare filter or coating on it,
even
the
the
dark/light
Also, the
otherwise,
the astronaut wtll only be able to see a reflection of the suit.
The
itself.
LED, or
operating
vacuum must be accounted for when choosing the display
Whether using a CRT, electroluminescent display, LCD,
gas plasma, the display must be able to withstand
In a vacuum and at high temperature gradients. The
whole untt must be able to withstand an Immediate transition from
full vacuum to cabin pressure.
In order to reduce size and weight, the tn:Jtvidual actuator
controls could be left out of the design. If control of an
individual actuator is needed in an operation, the astronaut
could radio for it to be done from the lunar base. Also, a
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dipole antenna could possibly be built tnto the tripod legs or a
parabolic antenna could be butlt tnto the back face. If a
parabolic antenna ts used, it should have a fairly wide beam path
so that aiming would not be critical. With the dipole antenna,
aiming is not a concern because dipoles are omnidirectional.
The portable unit's power supply could be a bank of
rechargeable batteries since astronauts wtll not be in the field
for extensive periods of time. The batteries could be recharged
at the lunar base from the base's power supply.
IX. SIGNAL TRANSMITTER/RECEIVER ON SKITTER
The SKITTER's communication system, which communicates the
robot's status and gets instructions, must be designed. The
radio's power could be provided by SKITTER's primary power
supply, with batteries as a secondary system. In choosing
batteries, depth of discharge, ltfe span, capacity, and energy
density all need to be considered. The battery charging circuit
i
could contain solar cells or the SKITTER's primary supply,
however it seems reasonable to keep the backup system separate
from the primary system to increase reliability. So]an power
probably wou]d not work as primary SKITTER power because there is
not enough surface area on the machine for the required number of
cells, and even if there were enough room, solar power would
limit SKITTER to working on the day side of the moon.
The radio signal is an important factor to be considered.
Bandwidth needs to be minimized due to the limited availability
of frequencies. Broadcasting the signals directly from the three_
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cameras, at a fairly low resolution (such as employed by American
TV) would require about 12MHz. By Interlacing the camera stgnals
with each other, this bandwidth could probably be reduced, but
when all of the other required signals (instrument feedback,
command acknowledgment, status, etc.) are added in, the required
bandwidth is fairly large. There is a choice of modulation
techniques, with the two leading contenders being FM (frequency
modulation) and PCM (pulse code modulation). FM is currently
used in most satellite communications, but It is more susceptible
to noise, and when the signal is amplified, notse is too. PCM is
a digital method, and as such allows error checking for noise.
For the error checking and possible security codes available in a
dtgttal system, PCM should probably be used for commands,
instrument readouts, and status reports. Either FM or PCM could
be used in broadcasting the camera pictures. Also, if bandwidth
must be reduced further, the two rear cameras could broadcast in
lower resolution pictures oP not be broadcast at a11.
reap cameras are not a primary source of Information,
utility would be lost.
Since the
not much
The toggle from "standby = to *on" modes on SKITTER would be
the responsibility of the radio. SKITTER could go into a standby
mode, shutting down to conserve power, with only the receiver of
the operating, listening for the "wake-up = signal. When that
signal is received, the radio would turn on the rest of SKITTER.
Since the moon has no ionosphere to reflect radio waves,
communications must be virtually line of sight, and the radio
horizon is very close, about two m|les (10). Any communications
5O
front a lunar base farther away than this distance would need a
repeater of some type. Any stgnal to or from the Earth wh|le
SKITTER was on the other side would be lost. For these reasons,
a lunar satellite for comn_=untcattng with SKITTER seems necessary.
SKITTER's antenna must be tn a position that will not
interfere with its motions. It also must not Interfere with
anything that may be attached to SKITTER, such as the crane, the
digger, or the drill. It also would be better tf it were not an
appendage. SKITTER is a construction vehtcle, and objects flytng
from the dtgger or swinging from the crane might knock the an
external antenna off. Parts of the legs could be used as gutdes
for a dipole antenna, an omnidirectional primary or backup
antenna. A htgh gain directional antenna could be mounted tnstde
the body If there ts an acceptably shaped space for It. A
directional antenna would also need to move to aim at the
receiver.
X. COMMAND CHANNEL ARBITRATION SCHEME
The command channel which SKITTER follows must be carefully
planned and Implemented. With multiple controllers in various
space centers on Earth, a controller In the lunar base, and
portable units on the lunar surface, multtple command signals
could be broadcast. An arbitration scheme must be developed to
determine which controller is master so SKITTER does not become
confused. Also to be addressed ts the case of multiple SKITTERs.
All SKITTERs should follow different masters so that _ command
sent to one robot is not also carried out by another. A third
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area to be addressed is security. A method needs to be developed
that will al|ow only authorized stations to control SKITTER.
With the current state of technology, people have broken into
computer systems and changed files, people have broadcast over
the HBO satellite channel interrupting servtce to HBO's
customers, and people have run unauthorized Padto stations. We
need to tnsure that SKITTER ts not stolen. The mtlttary has
probab|y encountered slm|laP problems with their drone aircraft
and remote controlled missiles. It is posstble that they have
classifle<l solutions which could be adapted for use with SKITTER.
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SUMMARY
The
destgned
purpose
control panel, or man/machine Interface, which we have
|s for the purpose of contro11|ng the lunar multi-
walking machine known as SKITTER. Because SKITTER is
called upon to carry a variety of tools, its range of motion must
be flexible. Besides walking, SKITTER must rotate, squat (change
the height of its base with respect to the moon's surface) and
ttlt (change the angular orientation of its base with respect to
the moon's surface). The control panel must not only allow
performance of these motions, but also generate feedback so the
operator can stay informed about how accurately his Intentions are
being translated into SKITTER motions.
The result of our project ts a control panel with two
display screens, one .for direct video camera display, and one for
display of other feedback information which is selectable by
touch screen menus. The control for moving SKITTER is mult{-
axis Joyst|ck, which can regulate the complex motions of walking,
rotating, squatting, and tilttng of SKITTER through the use of a
computer
mounted
schemes for their use. Also, manual actuator controls which
not require extensive computer support have been provided
order to increase redundancy and flexibil|ty.
program. Tentative locations for the video cameras
on SKITTER have been decided upon, as have control
do
in
Since we were not funded to construct and test our panel, we
made extensive use of previous studies in human factors design of
controls and displays. Also, the computer program in Appendix A
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has not been tested, and as such merely serves a suggested
algor!thm, rather than a finished, fully delou_ control
program.
Since our project Is a first generat|on effort, it had a
potentially broad scope. We imposed 11mtts on the scope in order
to make the project posstble tn our allotted two and a half
months. However, we have defined future I:_rJpheral work which
nc_:_:ls to be performed for the control panel to _ome fully
operational, and made suggestions concerning the directions such
future projects could take.
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APPENDIX A
CONTROL PROGRAM
INPUT FROM CONTROL PANEL
I
MAIN PROGRAM
CALCULATIONS
r
CAMERA 'I
WALK $QUAT T IL'I"
OUTPUT TO I
SKITTER' S MOVAC
ACTUATOR S
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The following program is an outline of a FORTRAN program that could be
used to control SKITTER using the control panel being designed by our
group. A star at the beginning of a line indicates a comment line. k 'P' at the
beginning of a line indicates that the line is psuedo-code, rather than an
actual FORTRAN statement. A blank at the beginning of the llne indicates
operational FORTRAN code.
t
t
_t
_t
/t
t
/t
J
t
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PROGRAM SKITTER
August 21. 1987
for RE k182 - Senior Design Project
Rain program including joystick interpreter
Variable list: ROOE - indicates what mode the joystick is in, where:
MODE - O for deactivated
MODE " 1 for walking
MODE - 2 for squatting
RODE = 3 for tilting
STIKMAG - contains how far the joystick is from center
position. The values which this variable can
have will be determined by the number of
discrete voltage levels which can be output
from the joystick.
STIKANG - contains the angular direction at which the
stick has been moved from center postion. This
variable can have the values of:
0 = forward
60 - 60 degrees clockwise from zero
120 - 120 " " " "
180 = 180 " " " "
2hO - 2_O " " " "
3OO " 300 " " " "
Note= these are the only six directions in
which our jofstick can move.
STIKTWS - contains the angle at which the joystick
handgrip has been twisted through. This
control is for making SKITTER rotate. This
variable's values will be determined by the
number of discrete voltage levels available
from the joystick handgrip potentiometer.
FRONT - which of the six positions of SKITTER that is
currently defined as the forward direction
of SKITTER for the purpose of walking. FRONT
can have a value of 1 to 6. Postions 1,3, and 5
are the three legs. Positions 2,_, and 6 are the
three positions halfway between the legs.
Declare Variables
INTEGER nODE. STIKnAG, STIKANG, STIKTWS, FRONT
P 10 CHECK STATUS OF RODE BUTTONS
P IF (WALK BUTTON IS DEPRESSED) nODE = !
P IF (SQUAT BUTTON IS DEPRESSED) nODE = 2
P IF (TILT BUTTON IS DEPRESSED) NODE = 3
P IF (NO BUTTON IS DEPRESSED) nODE = 0
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Get the coded values of the joystick position, convert to integers,
and assign the values to the proper integer variables.
GET VALUE OF JOYSTICK POSITION
ASSIGN VALUE TO STIKMAG
GET VALUE OF JOYSTICK ANGLE
ASSIGN VALUE TO STIKANG
IF (RODE .EQ. O) THEN
CALL CARERA(FRONT)
GOTO 10
ENDIF
IF (RODE .EQ. 1) THEN
CALL WALK(STIKRAG,STIKANG,FRONT)
IF (STIKRAG .EQ. O) THEN
CALL ROTATE(STIKTWS)
ENDIF
ENDIF
IF (RODE .EQ. 2) THEN
CALL SQUAT(STIKRAG, STIKANG)
ENDIF
IF (ROOE .EQ. J) THEN
CALL TILT(STIKHAG,STIKANG, FRONT)
ENOIF
GOTO 10
END
_k
_k
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SUBROUTINE CAMERA(FRONT)
This subroutine retreives sigttals from the camera controls on
the main control panel, decides what'those sign¢!s mean, and
then moves =he cameras accordingly. Also, this routine defines
which of the six possible forward positions is ¢urrent|y defined
as forward.
All of the camera controls: the rotation dlal, the zoom slide,
the tilt thumbwheel, and the six buttons, are all postion
controls. The reason for this is to decrease the effects of
the time lag upon the operator.
Variable list: ROTCON - current value of the rotary camera control
which adjusts camera rotary direction.
This variable can have values which range
from -90 (degrees ccw of perpendicular as
seen fro_ a top view) to O (perpendicular
to SKITTER's body) to +90 (same as -90
except camera lens is facing opposite
direction.
TLTCON - current value of the thumbwheel control which
ajusts camera tilt. This variable has values
from O to 360 degrees in which O is parallel
to SKI TTER's body (not necessarily parallel to
the moon's surface.) If the camera is facing
directly upwards, TLTCON has _ value of +90.
and so on.
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ZOMCON - current value of the slide control that adjusts
the camera's zoom lens. This variable will have
values ranging from O to 20, where 0 Indicates
widest angle view (least zoom power) , and 20
is maximum zoom (minumum field of vision).
CAMPOS - current rotary direction (in degrees) that
the active camera is pointing. This variable's
value range is the same as ROTCON.
FRONT - same as FRONT which is deflned in main program.
BUTTONn - logical variables that tell whether each button
has been activated.
ONHCAR - tells which camera is currently active (!, 2, or
3).
check the six camera position buttons. Oependlng on which one has been
most recently depressed, turn on the appropriate camera. The buttons are
numbered 1 through 6, where button Jl is the physically "topmost" of the
six. Button #2 is 60 degrees clockwise of button #1, and so on.
The cameras are numbered ! through 3- Camera X1 is clockwise from leg #1
and so on.
CHECK SIX CAMERA BUTTONS
WHICHEVER OF THE SIX WAS DEPRESSED SET BUTTONn - .YES.
SET ALL OTHER BUTTONn - .NO.
IF (ONCA_I ,, I) THEN
IF (CARPOS - O) THEN
IF (BUTTONI) THEN
FRONT - 2
GOTO 17
ENDIF
IF (BUTTON2) THEN
ONCAN - !
CARPOS - 60
FRONT - 3
GOTO 17
ENOIF
IF (BUTTON3) THEN
ONCAM - 2
CAMPOS - O
FRONT -
GOTO 17
ENDIF
IF (BUTTON_) THEN
ONCAR - 3
CAMPOS - -60
FRONT - 5
GOTO 17
ENDIF
IF (BUTTONS) THEN
ONCAR - 3
CAMPOS - 0
FRONT - 6
GOTO 17 6!
ENDIF
IF (BUTTON6) THEN
ONCAR s I
CARPOS " -60
FRONT " I
GOTO 17
ENDIF
ENDIF
IF (CARPOS " 60)" THEN
IF (BUTTON1) THEN
ONCAR " 2
CAMPOS - -60
FRONT - 3
GOTO 17
EN01F
IF (BUTTON2) THEN
ONCAM - 2
CARPOS " 0
FRONT "
GOTO 17
EN01F
IF (BUTTON3) THEN
ONCAR - 3
CAHPOS - -60
FRONT - 5
GOTO 17
ENDIF
iF (BUTTON_) THEN
ONCAR - 3
CARPOS - O
FRONT - 6
GOTO 17
ENOIF
IF (BUTTONS) THEN
OHCAR - I
CARPOS - -6o
FRONT " 1
GOTO 17
ENDIF
IF (BUTTON6) THEN
ONCAR s 1
CARPOS " O
FRONT " 2
GOTO 17
ENDIF
ENDIF
IF (CA_POS " -60) THEN
IF (BUTTON1) THEN
ONCAR - 3
CARPOS - 60
FRONT - 1
GOTO 17
ENDIF
IF (BUT'T'ON2) THEN
ONCAR - 1
CARPOS " O
FRONT - 2
GOT0 17
ENOIF
IF (BUTTON3) THEN
ONCAH = 2
CA_POS " -60
FRONT - 3
GOT0 ]7
ENDIF
IF (B_TTON4) THEN 62
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ONCAM - 2
CAMPOS - 0
FRONT - E
GOTO 17
ENDIF
IF (BUTTONS) THEN
ONCAR - }
CA_PO5 - -60
FRONT - 5
GOTO 17
ENDIF
IF (BUTTON6) THEN
ONCAM - 3
CAMPOS - 0
FRCNT - 6
GOTO 17
ENOIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
IF (ONCAH - 2) THEN
ENOIF
IF (ONCAM - 3) THEN
ENDIF
BUTTON1 - .NO.
BUTTON2 - .NO.
BUTTONJ - .NO.
BUTT ONE - .NO.
BUTTON5 - .NO.
BUTTON6 - .NO.
CALL HOVCAH (CAMPOS,,,)
/k
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Rather than rehashing the code, a stateme, t of the rule is better.
The direction of the active camera is always the front of SKITTER.
This direction always corresponds to button _l. Thus if the operator
wants to move the front of SKITTER 60 degrees to his right, he hits
the button that is 60 degrees to the right of button #l (button #2).
If this new front position is along a leg, the camera to the right of
the leg moves until it is parallel to that leg, thus giving the
operator vision in the direction he is walking.
There is one special case• If one of the legs is defined as front, the
camera to the right o_ the leg (which incidentally has the same number
as the leg itself) is active. By pushing button #1, the active camera
becomes the camera to the left of the leg. This camera is
automaticai]y pointed in the proper direction, which is parallel to
the leg defined as front.
check status of camera controls and send desired values of
camera parameters to thCmachine language subroutine MOVCAN.
GET VALUE OF ROTARY CONTROL
ASSIGN VALUE TO VARIABLE ROTCON
GET VALUE OF THUPIBWHEEL CON'[ROL
ASSIGN VALUE TO VARIABLE TLTCON
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GET VALUE OF ZOOM CONTROL
ASSIGN VALUE TO VARIABLE ZORCON
CALL HOVCAH(ROTCON, TLTCON. ZOMCON)
RETURN
ENO
SUBROUTINE MOVCAM(ROTAT, TILT. ZOOM)
This subroutine contains the commands that will actuate
servomotors to rotate, tilt and zoom the camera. Since
all the controls are position controls, this subroutine
merely sends the values to a processor which Is presumed
capable of actuating motors until the desired positions
are acheived. In other words, the processor that controls
the motors has built in (possibly hard-wired) commands which
act as a feedback loop for the camera control motors.
Variable List: ROTATE - indicates the desired position to which the
camera is to be moved. This is actually a
dummy argument, which will receive its value
from either ROTCON or CAMPOS. the corresponding
variables in SUBROUTINE CAMERA.
TILT
- dummy argument which corresponds to the
variable TLTCON in SUBROUTINE CAMERA.
ZOOM
- dummy argument which corrsponds to the
variable ZOMCON in SUBROUTINE CAMERA.
SEND VALUE OF ROTAT TO PROCESSOR
SEND V_L'JE OF TILT TO PROCESSOR
SEND VALUE OF ZOOM TO PROCESSOR
RETURN
END
/k
SUBROUTINE WALK(SIZE, DIRECT, FRONT)
This subroutine is a collection of the calls to the actuator movement
subroutine "SUBROUTINE MOVAC" which are required for SKITTER to
take exactly one full step.
The data in the data files will have to be determined
by experiment. During this experimentation, SKITTER must
always be walking with leg #l defined as the front.
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The data files are loaded into the )-dimensional array WAKPOS
when the program is initialized. WAKPOS contains, in sequence,
all the actuator movements needed to make one step.
Variable List: WAKPOS(actuator I, sequence I, gait) - This
array contains all the actuator positions for
each of the six actuators which are needed to take
one step forward and one step backward. The first
subscript tells which actuator the data is for, the
second subscript is the sequence in which the data
will be transmitted to SKITTER, and the third is the
gait SKITTER will use (1-1eg-lst o0 2-1egs-lst).
Thus this array has the dimensions (6 x 'n' x Z)
where 'n o is the number of calls which must be made
to SUBROUTINE ROVAC to complete one SKITTER step.
SIZE - this variable contains both the direction of
SKITTER's step and the size of the step. If
SIZE is positive then the joystick has been
pushed forward and SKITTER is moving forward.
If SIZE is negative, then the jostick has been
pulled back toward the operator and SKITTER is
taking a backward step. The magnitude of SIZE
indicates how far the joystick has been pushed
or pulled.
GAIT - this variable has a value of either | or 2.
It is used as an array subscript
so that the proper data is accessed from the
array depending on whether SKITTER is using
the one-leg-forward gait or the two-legs-forward
gait.
DIRECT - This variable corresponds to STIKANG of the main
program. °
POSACn - these variables are the desired position of each
actuator which is to be sent to SUBROUTINE _OVAC.
- loop counter variable
declare variables
INTEGER SIZE, GAIT, WAKPOS(6,N,2), I
IRPLICIT INTEGER(P)
decide whether skitter wants to walk forward or backward.
IF ((FRO_ T .EQ. ! .OR FRONT .EQ. ] .OR. FRONT .EQ. 5) .AND. (DIRECT .EQ.
C O .OR. DIRECT .Eq. 120 .OR. DIRECT .EQ. 2_O)) THEN
GAIT " 1
ELSE
GAIT - 2
ENDIF
Massage and send all the data to SUBROUTINE MOVAC for the completion
of one step. 'N I is a number that will be determined by experiment.
DO 50. I - 1, N
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correct for the fact that any of SKITTER's three legs could
currently be defined as the forward direction. At the same time
multiply each position by SIZE so that It will take the properly
intended step size.
If position #1 or #2 is the forward direction then just send out
the numbers as they are.
IF (FRONT .EQ. I .OR. FRONT .EQ. 2)
POSACI - WAKPOS(1,N,GAIT) * SIZE
POSAC2 - WAKPOS(2,N,GAIT) * SIZE
POSAC3 - WAKPOS(J,N,GAIT) * SIZE
POSAC_ - WAKPOS(_,N,GAIT) * SIZE
POSAC5 - WAKPOS(5,N,GAIT) * SIZE
POSAC6 - WAKPOS(6,N,GAIT) * SIZE
ENDIF
THEN
if position #J or #; is front then rotate all values one
position clockwise
IF (FRONT .EQ. 3 .OR. FRONT .EQ. _)
POSACI - WAKPOS(5,N,GAtT) * SIZE
POSAC2 - WAKPOS(6,N,GAIT) * SIZE
POSAC3 - WAKPOS(1,N,GAIT) * SIZE
POSAC_ - WAKPOS(2,N,GAIT) * SIZE
+ POSAC5 - WAKPOS(J,N,GAIT) * SIZE
POSAC6 - VAKPOS(_,N,GAIT) * SIZE
ENDIF
THEN
if position #5 or #6 is front then rotate all values one position
counter-clockwise.
iF (FRONT .EQ. 5 .OR. FRONT .EQ. 6)
POSAC] - WAKPOS(J,N,GAIT) * SIZE
POSAC2 - WAKPOS(4,N,GAIT) * SIZE
POSAC3 - WAKPOS(5,N,GAIT) * SIZE
POSAC_ - WAKPOS(6,N,GAIT) * SIZE
POSAC5 - WAKPOS(I,N,GAIT) * SIZE
POSAC6 - WAKPOS(2,N,GAIT) * SIZE
ENOIF
THEN
send the actuator positions to SUBROUTINE HOVAC to cause motion
CALL MOVAC(POSACI, POSAC2, POSAC3o POSAC_, POSACS, POSAC6)
50 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE ROTATE(TWIST)
This subroutlne is very similar to subroutine WALK in the way it works.
Very simply, an array hold all the actuator positions necessary to make
one rotary step. This array iS sent, one row at a time, to SUBROUTINE
_OVAC, which causes the actuator motions to be carried out.
Variable List - ROTPOS(actuator #, sequence #, direction)
- This array serves an identical function to
RR
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TWIST -
DIR -
POSAC (6) -
the array WAKPOS in SUBROUTINE WALK.
corresponds to STIKTWS in the main program.
If positive, then SKITTER rotates clockwise.
If negative, SKITTER rotates ccw. TWIST also
gives the magnitude of the step used.
If TWIST is positive DIR is I. If TWIST is
negative DIR Is 2. DIR acts as a subscript
of the array ROTPOS. It serves a similar
function as GAIT in SUBROUTINE WALK.
same as the POSACn variables in SUBROUTINE WALK
I01
100
IF (TWIST .GT. I) THEN
OIR - I
ELSE
DIR - 2
TWIST - TWIST * (-1)
ENOIF
00 100, I - I, N
DO 101, J - 1,6
POSAC(J) - ROTPOS(J,N,DIR) * TWIST
CONTINUE
CALL MOVAC(POSAC(1),POSAC(2),POSAC(3),POSAC(_),POSAC(5),POSAC(6))
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
J
J
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SUBROUTINE SQUAT(STIKMAG,STIKANG)
This routine adjusts the height of SKITTER's base above the ground.
Variable List - STIKHAG,STIKANG - same as defined in main program.
POSAC(N) - same as in subroutine ROTATE
if the joystick has not been moved either directly forward or directly
backward then execute no movements at a11.
IF (STIKANG .NE. 0 AND STIKANG .NE. 180) THEN
RETURN
ENDIF
GET ALL CURRENT ACTUATOR POSITIONS AND STORE IN ARRAY POSAC(N)
00 120 J - I,&
POSAC(N) - POSAC(N) + STICKMAG
CONTINUE
CALL MOVAC(POSAC(1),POSAC(2),POSAC(3),POSAC(_),POSAC(5) ,POSAC(6))
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE T ILT (ST IK/'IAG,ST IKANG, FRONT)
_7
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This subroutine performs the necessary calls to SUBROUTINE _OVAC to
allow SKITTER's base to assume any angle with respect to the moon's
surface. Using geometry and actuator position feedback, it should be
possible to calculate the neces.ary actuator positions to tilt SKITTER.
These actuator positions could then be sent to SUBROUTINE MOVAC for
execution.
CALCULATE NECESSARY ACTUATOR POSiTiONS AND STORE IN ARRAY POSAC(N)
CALL MOVAC(POSAC(I),POSAC(2),POSAC(3),POSAC(_),POSAC(5),POSAC(6))
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE MOVAC(POSAC1, POSAC2. POSAC3, POSACk, POSACS, POSAC6)
This subroutine assumes that each of the six hydraulic actuators
on SKITTER has a certain finite number of positions to which it
can move. Each actuator has its own processor which will accept
the value of POSACn and then independently move the actuator to
the desired position. Sending a value of -1 would cause the
actuator to remain in its present postion.
Clearly, this is the most important section of the entire program
since all the complex SKITTER movements (WALK, TILT, SQUAT, etc.)
will be composed of numerous calls to this subroutine.
One of the important things that must be worked out is how the
position values are actually sent to each processor, and how each
processor uses this value to make the actuator attain the desired
position. Certainly this requires each processor to receive
position feedback from each actuator.
Variable List: POSACn - The position to which actuator 'n' is to
be moved. The odd numbers are femur
actuators. THe even nLibers are tibia
actuators.
Declare variables
I_PLICIT INTEGER(P)
SEND VALUE POSAC1 TO PROCESSOR l1
SEND VALUE POSAC2 TO PROCESSOR 12
SEND VALUE POSAC3 TO PROCESSOR X3
SEND VALUE POSAC_ TO PROCESSOR #4
SEND VALUE POSAC5 TO PROCESSOR 15
SEND VALUE POSAC6 TO PROCESSOR t6
RETURN
END
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Heavy Duty, Displacement, Hand Operated
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APPENDIX C
PROBLEM STATEMENT
°Design of a Man-Machine Interface
for the Control of
a Lunar Transport Machtne
by Rtchard Ashley
Lortng Bacon
Tim Carlton
Mark May
Jimmy Moore
Dennis Peek
Group 13
Summer Quarter, 1987
ME 4182
The goal of this project is the design of an operator
control panel for the lunar walking machine known as the SKITTER.
Specific objectives are: 1) the physical design and layout of the
control panel; 2) the selection of feedback necessary for both
operation and troubleshooting; 3) determining the optimal
methods of desplaytng this feedback; and 4) defining relat_K:l
problems which will form the basis of activity for future destgn
groups.
We have identified five important contraints on our designn:
1) SKITTER will be operating at a remote, lnacesstble
location. No men will be available to correct
errors on the spot.
2) There ts a six second time lag in the control 1ooop
between earth and the moon.
3) The design must be co_3atible/adapttble to a
mobtle, spacesult supported Mntt.
4) A spacesuit llmtts the force and range of motion
of the operator.
5) The lunar environment is hostile to equipment.
- Temperature (-280 F to + 260 F)
- Radiation
- Dust
- Lack of atmospheric pressure
The methods available for evaluating our project are limited
since we cannot build a working model to test. Therefore we will
make use of : 1) past research/design done on similar systems;
2) evaluation of experts in instrumentation design
here on the Tech ca_ous.
'13
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APPENDIX D
PROGRESS REPORTS
Group #3
SKITTER CONTROL
SubJect : Weekly Report Date : duly 1, 1987
Dennis:
My Job, as assigned last week, was to decide what type of
feedback would be necessary fop an opePator to control SKITTER.
Under normal operation conditions, vision feedback should be
sufficient.
I have spent the ]ast week reading handbooks on human
factors in equipment design, which should prove helpful when we
actually begin designing gauges, numerical displays, etc.
Mark:
In the last week I have researched Industrial standards and
stereotypes for contro] devices, In addition, I have located
literature .on control design and human factors. I have discussed
the human factors issue wtth a senior I.E. student and have found
two Tech Psycho]ogy professors, working with Lockheed, who can
give further advice. I plan to talk to an I.E. professor about
the topic of human factors.
Ttm:
I reviewed human factors control theories from my texts, and
researched related topics In the library. The related topics
included aircraft controls and the lunar environment. I checked
with the Textiles office, and Dr. Olson (the man who worked on
the space suit) ts out of town.
Richard:
My Job was to find information on control systems that are
currently being used by NASA. I found data on the RMS (Remote
Manipulator System), the HPA (Handling and Positioning Aid), and
the MMU (Manned Maneuvering Unit) Control systems. The MMU wtl1
probably be the most useful examp]e of a control system for
our purposes, but I still need to get more information.
dtmy:
I researched SKITTER to determine tts modes of operations
and to find information that might aid tn the controller design.
From the information that I have obtained so far, It is my belief
that specifying the acceleration fop each actuator w111 produce
the smoothest operation ength.
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Group #3
SKITTER CONTROL
SubJect : Weekly Report #2 Date : duly 8, 198?
Dennis:
I continued working on the problem of what feedback an
operator needs for successful operation of SKITTER, and what
feedback must be available for trouble shooting from a remote
]ocatton. Aslo i have continued working on the weak .nnints of
the "Glove Controller" for use by a field operator wearing a
spacesuit.
Mark:
I performed additional research in library fextbooks
human factors in man machine interfaces.
on
dtmmy:
I did research on robot remote controller
lag, human factors, and possible designs.
design, time
Loping:
My assignment for this week was to investigate the lunar
environment that SKITTER w111 be exposed too. I researched
all the possible constraints that the lunar environment could
impose on our conTER, thus prolonging the life of
the moving parts.
LoPing:
LoPing has Just joined the group and is In the process of
Investigating lunar environmental conditions.
As a group we met t_ order to exchange information, define new
questions, and to discuss future actions. We also examined
several concepts for SKITTER's control system and we should have
one oP two concepts finalized by next week.
T7
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Gpoup #3
SKITTER CONTROL
SubJect : Weekly Report #3 Date : duly 14, 1987
Tim:
I researched heads-up displays and discussed space suits
with Dr. 01son tn the textiles department. I also
experimented wtth the APOLLO system.
dtmmy:
-Researched on alpanumeric screen design
-started screen design
-Drawing of the week
LoPing:
I continued my research tn the lunar environment
effects on materials.
and tts
Mark:
This week I made a preliminary design of camera
and studied human factors relattng specifically
contro]s.
controls
to these
Dennis:
I came up with a preliminary design for camera controls
whick wre vastly improved by Bark. I also came up wtth a
concept for individual actuator controls. Group discussion
resulted In improvements in this concept a_d a tentative
design. I have started on my matn task of defining the
Jobs that wtll eventually be carried out by future design
.groups. (dobs outside the scope of our project.)
Richard:
I researched Joysticks in order to find an existing
that we can adapt to our control panel (which is my
task)
mode 1
main
Group:
We split up our project into 4 tasks and assigned each
group member to a task. We also identified specific
responsibilities and areas that each task shoul cover,
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Group #3
SKITTER CONTROL
Subject : Weekly Report #4
Date : duly 22, 1987
Group:
Each member of the group continued working on the
week's assignment.
previous
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Group #3
SKITTER CONTROL
Subject : Weekly Report #S Date : duly 29, 1987
Tim:
'-Worked on the camera mount design
-Made preliminary camera mount drawing
djrmny:
-Researched on alphanumeric screen design
-Started screen design
-Drawing of the week
Loring:
-Prepared for presentation
-researched vendor catalogs
components
for push-buttons and other
Mark:
-Researched available camera controls from manufactures
which meet human factor 1imitations and military
specifications.
Dennis:
I have been woPktng on a control program for SKITTER. Much
of this program is actually psuedo-code, but it will give
future design groups an organized approach to solving other
problems related to our control panel (i.e. the predictor
display, error analysts, etc.)
Richard:
- -Found existing Joystick from Measurement Systems Inc. "
-Made vtewgraph for presentation
-Researched NASA documentation fop information that might
appllcable for our project.
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Group #3
SKITTER CONTROL
Subject : Weekly Report #6 Date : Aug. 05, 1987
Tim:
-Worked on the new camera mount clestgn
dimmy:
-Researched on alphanumeric screen design
-Deftned vtsual predictor display
-OrawJng of the week
LoPing:
-Researched vendor catalogs and started on preliminary
report.
MarK:
-I worked on the new camera controls and researched
available controls.
Dennis:
-I have continued wor½ing on the control program fop
SKITTER. Due to a large number of changes we recently made,
this Job has gone slowly. ! have begun writing my Dart of
the report,
Richard:
-Finalized Joystic_ operation
-Researched NASA documentation
Group:
-We redefined the camera controls and the
scheme.
-We have starteclon our preliminary report.
camera mounting
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Group #3
SKITTER CONTROL
Subject : Weekly Report #7 Date : Aug. 12, 1987
This week, each me_d3er in our group has either started or
finished a preliminary report on his assigned area.
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Group #3
SKITTER CONTROL
SubJect : Weekly Report #8 Date : Aug. 19, 1987
At this point tn the quarter, each team member has outlined his
own section of the report. Final design decisions have been made
and report sections are being indtvidua|]y typed by group
members. Our last task wtl] be to combine al] report sections
and make any adjustments necessary for continuity of the report.
Activity during the last week of the quarter wti] be the same for
a|l group members.
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